ABSTRACT This paper presents an emergency-oriented procedure to recognize trajectory patterns by analyzing GPS data collected from intelligent sensor devices. An overall description, including design architecture and system modules, is presented. The primary issues are devoted to satisfying the requirements of key group identification and surveillance under normal and emergency circumstance. For the sake of panoramic understanding of human distribution and movement, semantic trajectory information is extracted from dynamic transportation data and static human distribution data. The sequential Monte Carlo method in conjunction with a state-transition model is employed to predict the updating real-time locations. The proposed algorithm selects particles from time-stamped sequential historical data sets. Simultaneously, a resampling strategy is developed to replace low-weight particles. A curve similarity measurement called Fréchet distance is employed to compare trajectories and city roads. Afterward, human daily location and significant locations are identified based on the clustering method. To evaluate the proposed procedure and methods, sequential trajectory data sets come from the GeoLife project along with human distribution logs from smartphone application EMAPP are utilized. Finally, we demonstrate the potential of dealing location information for promoting emergency management.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the dramatic progress of positioning equipment like the base station, smartphone, RFID, surveillance camera and GPS appliance, individuals' mobility trajectories are continuously captured tagged with time stamp. At the same time, one can move around the city as the traffic road and public transportation become more and more available, which produce a large variety of position logs inevitably. These trajectory data serve as an important foundation for understanding traffic condition and individuals' mobility behavior. Since travel logs accumulate, human periodical behavior patterns are easily recognized based on data mining technology. Alternatively, these findings can be applied to predict the traffic congestion and the places where people like to travel.
Spatiotemporal trajectory analysis has been applied to many aspects such as commuting choice, transportation management, commercial recommendation, urban planning, tourism service, criminal investigation etc. With the development of multi-sensor data fusion, it becomes much easier to integrate varieties of multi-scale spatiotemporal data. Figuring out the characteristics of human movement pattern and group behavior can be extremely useful for normal and emergency circumstances. Taking a large-scale activity for example, hundreds to thousands people will gathering into a small area at particular time. Commonly, camera networks are used to on-site staff surveillance. Meanwhile, the surrounding real-time traffic conditions are captured by on-board GPS in vehicle. By integrating these data, the flow of crowds can be forecasted. It is necessary to take countermeasures to manage and control the stream of people, such as isolating the crowd, and make sure the surrounding traffic are under control. If human movement and distribution cannot be identified with high efficiency, emergency decision-making can be delayed and the rescue resource cannot arrive on time, which cause the stampede and traffic paralysis easily.
Human trajectory and mobility patterns have a high degree of freedom and ambiguity [1] . Considering a countrywide or global scale, human movements are limited with the geographic and social constrains [2] . Especially, it is difficult to analysis spatiotemporal patterns in uncertain hazard circumstance. Meanwhile, it is urgent to unveil the human movement pattern during life-threaten situations. As related study progressed, some researchers suggest that the difficulties were not intractable as formally presumed. Lu et al. [3] , suggest that both the travel distances and the size of people's movement trajectory are significantly more predictable than previous thought during severe disaster. Brockmann et al. [4] , conclude that human travel on geographical scale is an ambivalent and effectively super diffusive process. In the field of emergency management, the trajectory recognition problem always contain the distribution of the victims after earthquake, evacuation route choice after hurricane and typhoon, evacuation boundary determination after explosive accident or toxic fumes leakage, human mobility patterns along with the infectious disease, and transportation conditions after terrorist attack. In order to tackle these challenging problems, multi-source intelligent sensor devices are indispensable to collect disaster related spatiotemporal data. Except the human movement patterns and the hotspots identification that have mentioned, inflow and outflow of a pacific area, periodical human transition, and daily transportation conditions are indispensable information. Location based information such as the shelter distribution and the real-time development of disaster can promote the evacuation job. When a person is under a disaster circumstance, it is urgent to push emergency information to him/her based on the development of disaster. Emergency management involves the rescue resource distribution, emergency logistic management, determine the number of victims need to be evacuated, and evacuate victims to safety emergency shelters. In this paper, we aim to unveil the emergencyoriented trajectory pattern based on trajectory data. Recognizing the human distribution change can help to understand the evolution of disaster dynamics. The contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows.
• We give a general trajectory data processing procedure designed for emergency management exclusively.
• We design a smart phone application, which capable of adapting to different disaster scenario. System architecture is depicted and specialized functions are illustrated.
• Along with spatiotemporal information, we integrate the emerging social media function into EMAPP to give a comprehensive understanding of disaster development. The remainder of this article is organized as follows. First, we give an overview of the current state of human location and trajectory analysis. Then, the outline of the framework of our approach is presented. Descriptions on data preprocessing method, mobility models construction and semantic trajectory pattern recognition are illustrated. Experiment design and corresponding results are reported afterwards. Finally, we draw conclusions and offer future work.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
According to the schemes of data acquisition, technologies for recording human distribution and trajectory can be divided into three categories. Direct Method, which collects position data directly by sensor devices including mobile phone base stations, GPS, and loop detectors on the road etc. These devices are used in different situations depending on the types of data repositories [5] . However, position accuracy and the scope of application are quite different by using this method. The inaccuracy always caused by equipment error or changes in environmental conditions. The data collected from direct method require cleaning. With the development of Internet of Things, all intelligent sensor devices are able to connect with the Internet. Mining location information from the Internet with the support of hardware equipment is called Indirect Method. These devices, such as smart phones, PDAs, and personal computers, always connecting with the World Wide Web. With the proliferation of social media applications, people associate with each other from the cyberspace, which results in the formation of online community. At the same time, ubiquitous location data are mined from these emerging areas. This method compensates for the difficulty of signal sampling and systematic error. For example, geographic location data attached with posting time are able to be collected from microblog API [6] , [7] . Geotagged photos uploaded to Flickr can formulate spatial trajectories. Twitter users can add their location to their tweets. In order to get the accurate positioning data, some researchers use social media check-in data. In addition, place recommendations are provided by Foursquare based on detecting a user's location. Compare with Direct and Indirect method, there is a distinct method by reasoning in logical and sensible ways. Inference Method, which means inferring latent location data from existing relevant methods. Such as analyzing the circulation of bank notes to give a quantitative assessment of human travelling statistics [4] , multi-agency in situ sensor data integration for providing real-time spatial information [8] , and analyzing interconnecting video camera data to count indoor area individuals and rebuild trajectory movement. Inference method made the data, which seem irrelevant, effectively used. Meanwhile, depth data mining from large varieties of potential sources are able to provide real-time information for emergency management and make up the deficiencies of direct method and indirect method.
Data collected from smart sensor devices have the potential to provide insightful pedestrian dynamics. Procedures of data processing upon well-recognized human mobility range from tracking, spatial data storage and expression, noise data reduction, trajectory segmentation, travel modes identification, semantic behavior understanding to group activities recognition. In order to simulate fine-granularity of human mobility, heterogeneous data require integration. Many studies have been conducted to establish the microscopic urban structure using graph theory. Crossroads are abstracted as vertices and the traffic road between the crossroads is regarded as an edge. Corresponding shortest path problems and maximum flow problems are studied based on the abstract graph theory. Long et al., provide a review of quantitative methods for movement data from geographic information system view, including time geography, path descriptors, similarity indices, pattern and cluster methods, individual-group dynamics, spatial field methods, and spatial range methods [9] . Focusing on urban management, Steenbruggen at al. [10] , analyze several case studies for understanding the dynamics of cities, which include smart mobility and transportation, smart economy, public safety and land-use sustainably. Lin and Hsu [5] , provide a general perspective for studies, which cover the results about inferring significant locations for predicting future moves, detecting modes of transport, mining trajectory patterns, and recognizing location-based activities. Except for these conventional areas, the linkage between cyberspace and physical space becomes an emerging field. The former studies cover the basic spatial problems, but neglect the data from indirect method. Cranshaw et al. [11] , attempt to bridge the gap between the online social network data and the location traces of its users. Crandall et al. [12] , employ time and space co-occurrence to infer the likelihood of social ties between people. Alternatively, Cho et al., show that social network ties influence long-distance travel more than short-ranged. Based on social network check-in data sets and cellphone location data sets, they found that social relationships could explain about 10%∼30% of all human movement [2] . In addition, many researchers are devoted to study the daily human distribution by considering the disaster scenarios. Apart from the normal daily circumstances, fusion and mining multi-source heterogeneous data have made the research on emergency circumstance possible. Emergency events have explicit and catastrophic characteristics, which happened with little anticipation. When encountering with the unexpected events, how the human activity pattern changed require understanding [13] . In order to tackle these difficulties, researchers are dedicate to analysis data collected from mobile. phones [3] , [14] , [15] . Concurrently, social media are able to support urban emergency events analysis, behavior analysis for emergency management, and disaster modeling [16] - [18] . In order to illustrate the characteristic of researches in different scenarios, some representative field studies are summarized in Table 1 .
In this article, we developed a smartphone application, which integrate the abstract graph model along with social network, applied to emergency scenario. We highlight the techniques for data preprocessing and model construction. The application is applied into usage, which shows satisfying performance.
III. FRAMEWORK AND MODULES
A. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE Emergency management benefits from real-time acquisition of spatial information. Considering the complex situation during disaster response, heterogeneous data, such as human distribution and movement, traffic network, and geographic information require integration. A smart phone application, named EMAPP, has been employed to collect users' position information with the permission of its users. The application contains four modules, namely Geo-database Module, Prediction Module, Information Release Module, Scenario and Social Network Module. The GPS logs along with historical datasets are stored on a network server remotely. Combined with geographic information like urban buildings, constructions and traffic network topology, the web server constitutes the Geo-databased Module. Emergency response requires a high demand of real-time information interaction. Therefore, the application is designed to contain a Prediction Module. Human movement prediction, significant location identification, and traffic flow prediction made up the main function in the Prediction Module. The application is devoted to offer real-time surveillance and population monitoring, especially during large-scale activities. Human distributions, emergency information and location-based service are provided to activity committee and the participants. During emergency scenario, users are able to establish temporal social network with each other. Meanwhile, they can upload disaster information depend on the development of emergencies. Different scenario information are stored on another web server. The system architecture and modules are depicted in Figure 1 .
B. GEO-DATABASE MODULE
The application is designed to adapt to different emergency scenarios. It is necessary to capture multi-source data as the disaster type is changing. With GIS technology, large variety of location data are stored with latitude and longitude, such as traffic network and buildings. Essentially, EMAPP acts as an intelligent sensor. A great volume of real-time spatial data are generated by the users' daily usage. After data collection, spatiotemporal data processing involves noise reduction, spatial data storage and representation. However, storing all kinds of unrelated redundancy data produce a burden to the storage space and reduce transmission efficiency. For trajectory data, outliers are supposed to be detected and noise require removed. Meanwhile, compress trajectory data can save storage space. Yan and Chakraborty [19] , describe two representative compression algorithms, the DouglasPeucker extensions with the application of Synchronized Euclidian Distance, and STTrace. During a large-scale activity, most people heading for a specific place, monitoring and surveillance the location of these people are different from recording their daily locations. To handle the large volume of location updates in the tracking system efficiently, Liu et al [20] , pose and employ dominant path pattern in the moving object tracking system to reduce overall location updates between moving objects and the server. To tackle the difficulty of data redundancy, three kinds of spatiotemporal data, which include user trajectory, vehicle position, and traffic condition, are integrated in this article. The matching of such critical data are able to facilitate real-time evacuation process. For advanced semantic pattern recognitions, trajectory segmentations are extracted.
C. PREDICTION MODULE
With the cleaned data from the Geo-database module, EMAPP can perceive emergency and make useful prediction before hazard evolves into disaster. Concurrently, prediction module contains lots of geographic information processing based on graph theory. By clustering GPS data into meaningful locations, Ashbrook and Starner [21] , incorporate location data to predict movement across multiple uses. Like Ashbrook's job, we cluster GPS data to achieve critical place acquisition. Except for human movement and abnormal clustering, traffic congestion also considered in this module.
1) MOVEMENT PREDICTION
Movement prediction provides rich location and context information, which facilitate for adapting to future locations [27] . Similarly, users' movements and mobility patterns are analyzed based on their daily use of EMAPP. Therefore, evacuation route and the nearest shelter can be recommended to the victims during emergency circumstance.
2) SIGNIFICANT LOCATION IDENTIFICATION
By clustering trajectories, similar movement patterns can be identified. Meanwhile, heat map displayed in EMAPP depicts the population distribution based on the online users' number and their geographic locations. During a large-scale activity, when the number and density of participants exceed a predefined threshold, it becomes necessary to warn the users to leave the high-risk area.
3) TRAFFIC CONGESTION PREDICTION
By calculating trajectory sequence, when the moving speed of a user in accordance with a vehicle. Meanwhile, the user's location is located on the traffic lane. Therefore, it is presumed that the smart phone is inside the vehicle. Therefore, pedestrian crowded problem is changed into a traffic congestion problem. The mechanisms of pedestrian crowded and traffic congestion are similar.
D. INFORMATION RELEASE MODULE
Victims need to know how to take measures under the disaster threat. In addition, real-time situation and rescue information are required. In the prediction module, we use the cleaned data from geo-database module. The transition from data processing to the online message sending is completed in this module.
1) DAILY DISTRIBUTION INFORMATION
Human distribution is always the start and end of their daily travel. Long time movement prediction cannot be achieved without knowing the individual daily distribution. Clearly, people with different careers working and living in different places. The characteristics between their commuting and periodical patterns are diverse. When the volume of distribution data, which collected from intelligent sensor devices, becomes a city-scale, the human daily distribution can be distinguished by combining Movement Prediction with Significant Location Identification. Determing human daily distribution will foster daily transportation services, and allocation of disaster relief supplies.
2) EMERGENCY INFORMATION COLLECTION
Emergency information flow comes from many resources. EMAPP is designed with an incident-reporting interface. When unexpected threats happened, such as fire or terrorist attack, users are become information-sending sources. They can timely report by uploading scenario picture tagged with spatiotemporal information with brief description text. All information require filtering, analyzing, and then sending to other victims by the local emergency agency. These new paradigm of disaster perception can facilitate mutual help and foster emergency rescue which looks like crowdsourcing actually.
3) LOCATION BASED SERVICE
Gathering spatial related disaster response data like the locations of the shelters and emergency medical services are beneficial to the city dwellers. Such information will help the evacuees make correct decisions during emergency, which decrease the evacuation time under the exposure of risk. EMAPP extended by coupling the static information with online communication means, such as, social media and SMS text message, is able to broadcast a useful notification to warn the evacuees.
E. SCENARIO AND SOCIAL NETWORK MODULE
People behaves differently from normal circumstance when unexpected emergency happened. Various types of disasters occur dissimilar and the influences are dramatically different, which change the pattern of data analyzing. Social conformity theory indicates that people's movements are influenced by others [28] . Meanwhile, information dissemination via website and social media are quicker than official notification. Communities can share information simultaneously after disaster happened. Community neighbors are capable of contacting with each other and providing mutual support by establishing temporal online social network through EMAPP. Human chatting and meeting function are integrated in EMAPP. Users can broadcast rescue messages to their friends in case of trapped in a disaster zone. If the disaster type changes, the scenario module varies accordingly.
IV. METHODOLOGY
A. DATA PREPROCESSING Intelligent sensors collect human trajectory and distribution data at irregular time intervals. For each period, the observation of the GPS readings are inevitably influenced by the user's actual location, movement, surrounding circumstance and equipment defects. When the user steps into a building, the GPS readings of indoor position are no longer accurate. The application, which installed on the mobile phone, will lost location data as soon as the user shut it down. In spite of these inaccuracies, the location data are expressed as three-tuples time sequences with longitude and latitude. For example, a person's raw trajectory can be denoted as:
where t 1:n denotes the time of each sampling point. The raw trajectory contains errors, filtering and smoothing are employed. The noisy data are eliminated.
where m ≤ n. Based on different transportation modes, function (2) is segmented.
b := {bike, bus, car, subway, walking}. b 1 ∈ b. where b classify a person's transportation mode. Function (3) means that from time t 1 to t i (t i ≤ t m ), the corresponding transportation mode is b 1 .
1) PARTICLE FILTERING AND SMOOTHING
The first step after obtaining the trajectory data is noise filtering. Much trajectory data have noise especially when the user change transportation mode. GPS positioning error always caused by the hardware equipment, users' movement, and the interference of surrounding buildings. GPS signals are usually blocked by the indoor or underground circumstance. GPS devices may disrupt near tall buildings and continuously collecting GPS data may reduce device's energy quickly. Meanwhile, low battery will no doubt reduce the positioning accuracy. GPS positioning cannot be used inside tall buildings, the error in the height may cause several floors misunderstanding. In this part, a version of sequential Monte Carlo method, called particle filtering, is applied to integrate position data filtering and estimation. Existing methods in error reduction include mean filtering, median filtering, Lancoz filtering, Wiener filtering, Kalman filtering, and Bayesian filtering etc. The filtering problem consists of not only estimating accurate values upon historical data when partial observations are made, but also the future location prediction in the dynamic system. However, the aforementioned methods excel in processing the existing data instead of making travel position prediction. To address the difficulties, the Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) method in conjunction with a state-transition model is employed to predict and update real-time location. The procedures of the SMC method are illustrated in Figure 2 .
Where Y 0:n denotes the geographic position of a GPS carrier at time t 0:n . Correspondingly, X 0:n is the prediction position at time t 0:n . The meanings of each arrow's direction are depicted as follows.
Y i → Y i+1 : the movement of GPS carrier from time t i to t i+1 ; X i → X i+1 : the state transition of prediction position from time t i to t i+1 ; Y i+1 → X i+1 : a resampling strategy developed to replace low weight particles; X i → Y i+1 : X i is used to predict the position of Y i+1 . where i ∈ {0, 1, · · · , n − 1}. SMC method is the procedure of sequential particles updating with resampling based on importance factors (samplingimportance-resampling, SIR).
a: SAMPLING (S)
X i is make up of particles, which produced by a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution X i ∼ N(µ 1 , µ 2 , σ 2 1 , σ 2 2 , ρ). Where (µ 1 , µ 2 ) is the geographic position of Y i ; (σ 2 1 , σ 2 2 , ρ) are the covariance and correlation coefficient which can be adjusted according the real scenario. Two-dimensional Gaussian distribution of the particles are shown in Figure 3 .
b: IMPORTANCE (I)
The series changing of X i is the Markov process, which means that a particle only has connection with the former one. The transition of prediction position from t i to t i+1 is denoted by (4) . Let x denotes the particles in position X i+1 , the particles are resampled once the distance between X i+1 and Y i+1 changed. The weights of new particlesx in position X i+2 are denotes as function (5) . ω (x) are non-negative weights, called the importance factors which sum to one.
c: RESAMPLING (R)
The weight inversely proportional to the distance between X i+1 (predict location) and Y i+1 (real location). Through normalization, the low weight particles will be replaced gradually.
A representative location estimation of a real vehicle route is shown in Figure 4 . The red line depicts the real trajectory and the blue cross demonstrates the predict position. Driving direction is from east to west. The total driving distance is 17 kilometers and time duration is 965 seconds. Five thousand particles, which obey two-dimensional Gaussian distribution, are produced surrounding the existing trajectory points. Based on several former points, consecutive points' locations are updated. In addition, particles are resampled by calculating the weight between the predict locations and the real trajectories. With the prediction process going, only the particles with high weight are reserved. Figure 5 presents a visualization of the vehicle route filtering and corresponding prediction error. The red line depicts the real trajectory; the green line depicts the trajectory prediction error. The position prediction are divided into four phases. In phase I, the sampling is just begin, reasonable errors cannot avoid. With the sampling going, it becomes more stable to predict the trajectory. Therefore, the errors are going down sharply in phase II. However, the traffic roads are not always straight. When the vehicle change its direction, the errors are accumulated (phase III). In phase IV, with the road become straightness again, the position prediction errors are keep balance. 
2) TRAJECTORY MAP-MATCHING
It is quite difficult to satisfy the requirements for exact particle filtering and location prediction unless accurate trajectory and road network data are given. The general purpose of this part is to determine on which road that the GPS carrier is travelling based on his/her historical trajectory data. In order to map matching the correct road, the similarity between the GPS trajectories and traffic road segments are compared. GPS probes are inevitable have positioning errors during actual sampling process. Therefore, it is presumed that an orientation precision ε in advance. If the distance between a road and trajectories exceeds the threshold, it is regarded that the historical trajectory dataset cannot be matched to the road. Considering the actual situation, the Fréchet distance is used as a quantitative measurement to improve the accuracy of the similarity judgement.
Given two curves, f : a, a → R, g : b, b → R, where R stands for a Euclidean vector space, then the Fréchet distance d F ( f , g) between two curves is defined by function (6) .
) is the discrete Fréchet distance between the two polygonal curves [29] , where · denotes the L 2 norm [30] . Trajectory f consists of sequential points tagged with time stamp. Traffic road is made up of several line segments g. The similarity between two curves is defined by function (7) [31] .
Where 0 ≤ SI ( f , g) ≤ 1. The value of SI ( f , g) is proportional to the similarity between f and g. The contin-VOLUME 5, 2017 uous line-to-line comparison function (7) is discretized by considering the location and ordering of the trajectory points along the curves. In a real GIS map, traffic road is made up of several polylines instead of a continuous curve. In order to get the road network data, random sampling method is applied to these polylines. Start point, intersections, and end point are chosen as the criticle points. Then, random sampling is applied to the polylines based on these criticle points. Essentially, the map-matching problem is to find the largest SI among the trajectory under the restriction of d F ( f , g) ≤ ε. In Figure 6 , let T depicts the real trajectory (a chain of red points). Road A, Road B, Road C are three different roads. The map demonstrates the northeast part of downtown Beijing and the trajectory is part of the real trajectoy in Figure 5 . By calculating the similarity value SI , we get
SI (T , C) < SI (T , B) < SI (T , A) .
Therefore, Road A makes the best map-matcing result.
B. CONSTRUCTING MOBILITY MODEL
In data preprocessing procedure, the main work is map matching the trajectory data onto the traffic road accurately. Immediately, mobility trajectory in conjunction with critical location information require extracted and reconstructed. We aim to obtain crowd dynamics by recording the location information from city residents. This can be down only through abundant and detailed samples of the crowd.
1) SIGNIFICANT LOCATIONS
Significant locations, where individuals stay for a long time or a crowd of people visit temporary, are easily cause stampede. These places are always vulnerable which require high concerns. Mapping the trajectory data to these places can be accomplished by inferring from GPS traces [5] . However, it is difficult to get all the position data at one time. Therefore, comprehensive understanding of human moving regularity should be made from limited data sets. For example, when a person's location data do not change anymore, we can presume with certain probability that he/she has arrived office or home. When walking into a tall building temporary, the location data tracked by GPS device will stop changing. As the person came out, the data update again. The time difference between missing data can be treated as the duration of staying. Generally, the exact number of crowded area cannot be known in advance. Therefore, the DBSCAN (densitybased spatial clustering of applications with noise) method is applied to find regular and significant locations [32] . This method is employed in the Case Study section and therefore human distribution clustering from EMAPP are extracted.
2) TRANSPORTATION MODES
The characteristic of individuals' mobility is particularly different for what it contains a variety of different travel modes [33] . During daily routines, people will transfer commuting tools from residential area to business district. Change of transportation tools can be described as a transfer matrix mathematically. Different operations on transfer matrix can be employed to express the different transformation of transportation modes. When unexpected disaster happened, it is critical to determine the number of victims and emergency vehicles. In addition, deployment of post-disaster relief supplies cannot achieved without urban transportation system. To build a complete mobility map, we combine the sequential dataset from GeoLife project [23] , [34] , [35] and EMAPP smart phone application in this article. The human movement data tagged with the transportation modes are employed.
V. CASE STUDY A. EXPERIMENT ENVIRONMENT SETUP
Through the development of smart phone application, we put forward a more complete spatiotemporal data acquisition method based on the system framework and its four modules. In this study, we recruit 40 students to conduct the test experiment [36] . These students are mainly come from the Department of Engineering Physics in Tsinghua University, China. They were asked to install EMAPP on their smartphones. The experiment was began in June 2016 and lasted for one month. By using the scenario and social network module, each student added at least one student as chatting friend who was using EMAPP at same time. Under the permission of these students, their daily trajectories are collected only if EMAPP is running. By analyzing the position of their locations, these students appeared in five different provinces nationwide, of which location data in Tsinghua campus up to the rest of other places (see Figure 7) . It is because the experiment period was in spring semester and most students were staying in the campus. Therefore, we mainly analyze the students' spatial and temporal trajectories in the campus area, the trajectory data outside are not considered.
B. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
It is difficult to obtain the movement of the whole staff of the university. Therefore, the trajectory of the 40 students are representative samples to reflect the overall situation of the campus. For the reason of lacking abundant trajectory data, density-based spatial clustering method (DBSCAN) is employed [32] . By analyzing the characteristic of the real trajectory data, the parameter of Eps-neighborhood is set 50m, and the minimum number surrounding the core point is set 20. By executing the DBSCAN program, four places that the experiment subjects clustered are discovered (see Figure 8 ). The geographical coordinate of each cluster center, the number of points in each cluster, and the location of the four places are described in Table 2 . From spatial perspective, the four clusters are all located indoors. It is reasonable that the experiment was conducted in the spring semester and few large-scale activities in the outdoors of the campus. Judging from the habit of the students, they inclined to use the smart phone indoors rather that outdoor area. From the temporal dimension, the users' trajectory patterns present a certain cyclical changes. For students living in dormitory X or dormitory Y, the location information essentially keep unchanged after 23:00 and began to update in the next morning. In addition, the location recordings show that library and laboratory appeared with much greater probability in the office time. Other places, such as teaching area, show lower usage proportion because of the closure of EMAPP. In order to demonstrate the historical distribution of the clusters, we made a Gaussian distribution fitting for these four area and visualized the results in Figure 9 .
Through the experiment, a student's trajectory segment is selected for analyzing in Figure 10 . In addition, several regional hot spots are close to the segment. By calculating VOLUME 5, 2017 the moving speed, the user was riding a bicycle between two different places in the morning and afternoon separately. Meanwhile, the trajectory segment is map matching to the Xuetang road in the campus. From the perspective of emergency management, once an unexpected event happened near the gathering crowd, it is easily lead to stampede and personal injury. Therefore, these critical places should be given high concerns.
In addition, many students uploaded photos of the location where they think unsafety through the event report interface. The reserved function is devised that benefit from users participation to improve emergency response capability. This function is not often used in the normal circumstance. However, as a reserved function, it is indispensable in the disaster scenarios.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we aim to integrate heterogeneous data to cope with the complex situation during emergency management. Different technologies for recording human distribution and trajectories are compared. To improve the capability of real-time information acquistion, a smartphone application EMAPP is developed which acts well as a senor device. We streesed the necessity of the smartphone application and demonstrated its design architecture as well as the four system modules. Especially, feasibility of EMAPP used in emergency management is illustrated.
We utilize a Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) method to reduce the spatial data noise. With the Fréchet distance, trajectory data are managed to map matching to the traffic network appropriately. To build a full mobility map during disasters, human mobility concept is given, which combines the location identification with transportation transfer matrix. Finally, we highlight the potential of planning and analyzing large-scale activities by extracting and visualizing location information. With the deployment of EMAPP, a complete spatiotemporal data acquisition, data processing, and trajectory pattern recognition are put forward. By doing the experiment, we validate that tracking data analysis are beneficial to understanding human daily distribution and periodical behavior.
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